Nonparametric additive regression is studied under the assumption that only a part of nonparametric components is separated away from zero. Each of these non-zero components depends on its own particular explanatory variable called a signi cant variable. The search problem for signi cant variables is considered and the algorithm is proposed which guarantees the exponentially fast decreasing error probabilities as the sample size grows.
Introduction
Consider a nonparametric regression model with a d-dimensional explanatory variable X = (X (1) ; . . . ; X (d) where the errors i 's are conditionally independent given the design points X i 's and E i jX 1 ; . . . ; X n ] = 0; i = 1; . . . ; n. The additive regression model (1.1) is quite useful in the nonparametric regression theory since Stone (1985 Stone ( , 1986 proved that it can be estimated with the typical one-dimensional rate of convergence in estimating each function g j . This rate is thus free of the dimension d and the "curse of dimensionality" is thus avoided. Further extensions of the additive regression were studied in Buja, Hastie and Tibshirani (1989), Huber (1985) , Hall (1989) , Hastie and Tibshirani (1990 ), H ardle et al. (1992 ), H ardle and Tsybakov (1993 . In this paper we investigate the problem under an additional assumption on the structure of model (1.1). We consider the situation where some of the predictor variables have no e ect on the response. That is we assume that there is a set J 2 f1; . . . ; dg of indices, card(J) s 0 d, such that g j (X (j) ) 6 = 0 i j 2 J. The variables X (j) with j 2 J are called signi cant while the corresponding g j 's are signi cant functions (components). Our goal is to detect these signi cant variables with the small error probabilities. The search is based on the sample f(X i ; Y i )g n i=1 and an algorithm is proposed which guarantees exponentially fast decreasing error probabilities as n ?! 1. The problem of choosing signi cant functions is important 1 INTRODUCTION 3 will not suppose that the elements X (j) of X are independent. The selection problems for the signi cant variables in the situation of independent X (j) were studied in H ardle and Tsybakov (1994), Cheng and H ardle (1994), Maljutov and Wynn (1994) . In the latter paper exponentially fast decreasing errors were obtained by means of a sequential search algorithm. Now we specify the model (1.1) more precisely.
(A1) The design points X i 's are independent and distributed with the continuous density ' = '(t (1) 
E 2 i jX 1 ; . . . ; X n ] 2 0 < +1: To make the problem of search correct the signi cant functions must be separated away from zero in some way. Let (g) be a functional of g such that (g) 0 and (g) = 0 i g 0:
Then we assume that the signi cant functions are de ned by the restriction (g j ) c 0 if j 2 J:
We start with the simplest case when (g) = jjgjj 1 is the uniform norm of g. Note that the functional (g j ) usually can be estimated consistently as n ?! 1.
Thus, the corresponding estimate obtained from the observations can be used to test the null hypothesis: (g j ) = 0 versus the alternative: (g j ) c 0 for each j = 1; . . . ; d. This would lead us to a consistent search of signi cant functions. LetĴ n be the chosen set of signi cant variables. There is a temptation to estimate the functional (g j ) with the fastest possible rate of convergence and indeed this was done in H ardle and Tsybakov (1994). Unfortunately, this does not always help to minimize the probability PfĴ n 6 = Jg. Our goal here is to minimize the error probabilities PfĴ n 6 = Jg uniformly over the class of regressions satisfying (A1){(A3) with prescribed modulus of continuity.
As an illustrative example consider, (g) = jjgjj 2 2 . This smooth functional can be estimated root{n consistently, i.e. there is an estimator^ n such that (1994)). The error probability thus decreases inversely to the sample size. Our objective is not to estimate (g) but rather to study tests based on rough 5 estimators of (g) whose error probabilities decrease exponentially fast in the sample size n. We shall prove the following THEOREM 1.1 Let Assumptions (A1){(A3), and (B1) hold. Then there exists a decision ruleĴ n for signi cant variables and positive constants A 0 and A 1 independent of n such that P(Ĵ n 6 = J) dA 0 exp(?nA 1 ); n 1: ]. Continuing this process we come to the distribution concentrated at points ( + ) with the masses which are to be equal since the expected value of all the variables is zero. Finally, any continuous distribution can be approximated by a discrete one. This proves (2.4). Substituting (2.4) into (2.3) we come to 
